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G. Lebart Art Nouveau, La Décoration Florale Album Complete With Its 12 Large Lithographed Color & Gold Plates

780 EUR

Signature : G. Lebart

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Paper

Width : 39 cm 

Height : 58 cm
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Mobile : 0686226952

Talence 33400

Description

ART NOUVEAU PERIOD

G. LEBART - Floral Decoration. Paris, A.

Calavas publisher, Lemercier printing company;

Complete album, With its explanatory note.

* Very beautiful Art-Nouveau album, circa 1900

*

Format 58 x 39 cm

The interior consists, on the title page of a

drawing or engraving in shades of blue, of pages

of explanatory notes for each plate, and of 12

plates rich in sumptuous colors and gilding (very

difficult to realize the effect of the gilding which

has not been conveyed at all by the photos).

The artist offers us here sumptuous large

lithographs, exceptional in their beauty with a

resolutely Art Nouveau decor.

The morocco back is gilded with iron motifs of



fleurons and beaded nets in reserves. The title

G.LEBART - FLORAL DECORATION is also

marked with a gilding iron. Note the yellowed

explanatory note, the cover with faded cardboard

covers, the blunt and scratched corners, the two

lower corners heavily cropped.

To conclude, the interior of this album is in good

condition, the spine is damaged at both ends but

can be restored, on the opposite side of the spine

the two lower corners of the covers are amputated

by a fairly large part.

Do not hesitate to contact me ask your questions,

I remain at your disposal to provide you with

information; I can of course send you additional

photos upon your request.

________________________________________

________________________

I ship all over the world, please ask me for the

shipping cost.

________________________________________

________________________
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